Welcome:

AG Industries offers high-quality private label lines of natural and organic skin and hair care products.

We offer quality private label cosmetic products at low and sometimes no minimums – at prices that offer you customer loyalty, healthy margins, and strong returns.

We simplify the process. Based on your market, we bring the best products for you to choose from – you get to do the fun part – choose the best products, scents, and packaging and we facilitate the rest. We deliver to you beautiful professional products ready for your shelves!

Our promise to you is to develop a professional line of products on which you and your customers can depend and love. Our products are hand chosen and only work with high quality botanical, naturally derived ingredients, and are never tested on animals.
About AG Industries:

At AG Industries, delivering the best quality is our priority. Expertly in developing the foremost effective solutions to fulfill the market demand of organic products, we lay high emphasis on factors like quality of products, hygiene of workers, & packaging of the products.

Why AG Industries:

AG Industries is the leading manufacturers & B2B supplier of therapeutic-grade 100% organic essential oils, carrier oils, and allied products to a number of the leading brands around the globe.

Since our inception, we've got focused on producing high-quality organic products through well-recognized practices like steam distillation for essential oils and cold pressing for carrier oils.
Since day 1, AG Industries has had the vision to grow into the world’s largest & therefore the most trusted manufacturer & supplier of the purest natural products priced competitively. We collectively work towards our mission to confirm a memorable and pleasant experience for each customer through dedicated customer service.
Establishment:

Being a high-quality consistency & transparency driven organization we've developed a meticulous method for maintaining standards & effective management of our systems & ensuring 100% customer satisfaction through our pure & natural ingredients our QC is provided with modern GC'S and GCMS together with dedicated physical analysis instrument to make sure international standard & quality of our products.
Benefits from AG Product Lines:

**Higher Profits**
Our high-quality products are offered at costs comparable and are lower than the competitors.

**Transparency**
Our mantra for continuous growth with you. We believe in keeping everything from sourcing to formulations open between us.

**Trust**
We respect your confidentiality and understand the need to keep your formulations or packaging designs behind doors.

Consider us your in-house product development team – without the overhead. Find out how easy and affordable it is to create your custom line by contacting us today.
Getting Started

The experienced staff at AG is ready to help you determine the best options and solutions for your professional skin and hair care lines. The following provides a basic outline of the steps we follow with each client.

**Project Definition**

We will review your project, your brand, and your timeline. Our focus is to ensure we understand your vision and goals for your customers and your business.

**Product Selection**

Based on your objectives and budget, we will help you identify the best product selection for your skin and hair care lines. If we don’t offer what you are looking for, we will work to source products from our roster of registered, high-quality suppliers.

**Packaging Options**

A key component to the success of your new line will be the packing you choose. We offer the best options available to meet your budget and branding goals.

**Labeling Options**

There are various options for labeling depending on the packaging you chose and your budget. Our Project Consultants will work with you to provide the best options to meet your needs.
Our Products

We are pleased to bring you beautiful, professional-quality products that can be custom branded easily and affordably – with low minimum orders. AG Industries can simplify the process – leaving you time to do what you do best – manage and grow your business.

Bath & Body:  
All products are made from naturally derived ingredients are designed to make the skin feel soft, supple, and hydrated.

Skin Care:  
A wonderful collection of organic and natural product lines, designed for a variety of skin types. Each line features cleansers, toners, exfoliants, moisturizers, night crèmes, eye gels, and serums especially designed for treating acne, hyperpigmented or aging skin.

Especially for Men:  
While all of our products are unisex, our collection wouldn’t be complete without finding the ultimate shaving crème and aftershave lotion just for men.

Especially for Hair:  
Our line of organic-based hair care is clean, fresh, paraben-free, and sodium lauryl sulfate-free. Plant oils and organic extracts from the bases of these high performing salon-quality shampoos, conditioners, styling products, and treatments.
Looking for something different? Just Ask!

Hair Care

Onion Hair Oil
Onion Oil is rich in essential nutrients such as Vitamin E, Amla Extract, and above all Onion Extract.

How to Use:
Pump out 2 tablespoons of the oil. Gently massage onto scalp and work from root to tip. Leave on for at least 30 min, preferably overnight. Shampoo hair. Finger comb and air dry.

Bhringraj Oil
Our Bhringraj oil is formulated with herbs. When used regularly it provides nourishment to the damaged, devitalized hair and conditions the scalp by improving the blood circulation to the hair follicles.

How to Use:
Apply liberally to dry hair and scalp. Massage gently with circular motions. Leave on for half an hour. Rinse well with water.

Olive Oil
Our olive oil protects the skin from different problems like harsh sunrays or the wind.

How to Use:
Pour a sufficient amount of this olive oil onto the palm and gently massage the oil overhead and body for a nourishing effect.

Hair Serum

Almond Hair Serum
Almond hair serum is rich with vitamin E, it protects hairs from damage, rough hairs, dull hairs & breakage because of the tangles.

How to Use:
Apply a coin-sized amount on wet hair. Style your hair accordingly.

Argan Hair serum
Argan Hair serum makes hairs soft & glossy. This hair serum can be used as a touch up to your hairs. It is ideal for just- straightened hairs, it makes them sleek & glossy.

How to Use:
Apply 2 to 3 pumps of the serum to towel-dried hairs.

Dandruff Control Hair Serum
Dandruff control hair serum is enriched with a powerful anti-dandruff agent. It calms the irritation of the scalp from the first use.

How to Use:
Wash your hairs with shampoo then towel dry them; after that gently massage the serum into the scalp.
Hair Serum

**Almond Hair Serum**
Almond hair serum is rich with vitamin E, it protects hairs from damage, rough hairs, dull hairs & breakage because of the tangles.

**How to Use:**
Apply a coin-sized amount on wet hair. Style your hair accordingly.

**Argan Hair Serum**
Argan Hair serum makes hairs soft & glossy. This hair serum can be used as a touch up to your hairs. It is ideal for just-straightened hairs, it makes them sleek & glossy.

**How to Use:**
Apply 2 to 3 pumps of the serum to towel-dried hairs.

**Dandruff Control Hair Serum**
Dandruff control hair serum is enriched with a powerful anti-dandruff agent. It calms the irritation of the scalp from the first use.

**How to Use:**
Wash your hairs with shampoo then towel dry them; after that gently massage the serum into the scalp.
Shampoo

Anti-Breakage Keratin Oil Shampoo
Our anti-breakage keratin oil shampoo makes your hair stronger & softer after every use.

How to Use:
Apply shampoo generously to wet hair, massage into a lather through to ends, and then rinse the hair thoroughly. After shampooing, follow with conditioner.

Damaged Hair Repair Shampoo
Our damaged hair repair shampoo improves hair health. It has unbeatable damage control and nourishes and enhances the appearance of dry and damaged hair.

How to Use:
Massage onto wet hair and work into a rich lather. Rinse out.

Hair Fall Defense Shampoo
Our hair fall defense shampoo helps to reinforce your hair strength & prevents hair fall due to breakage.

How to Use:
Apply to wet hair, gently massage, and work into a lather. Rinse thoroughly.

Oil Nourish Shampoo
Apply to damp hair. Massage gently with fingertips into a lather. Rinse thoroughly.

How to Use:
Apply shampoo generously to wet hair, massage into a lather through to ends, and then rinse the hair thoroughly. After shampooing, follow with conditioner.

Protein Shampoo
Our protein shampoo is a hair repair treatment that is fortified with natural ingredients. It helps restore the basic structure of the damaged hair.

How to Use:
Take shampoo in your hand and apply to wet hair. Rinse. Repeat for a richer lathering experience. For best results, use our Natural Protein Conditioner.

Conditioner

Anti-Breakage Keratin Oil Conditioner
Anti-breakage keratin oil conditioner loses the split ends, flyaways, and broken bits, and help keep your hair’s inner strength and moisture.

How to Use:
After shampooing, apply conditioner generously to hair, working through to ends. Wait 3-5 minutes. Rinse hair thoroughly.

Hair Fall Defense Conditioner
Our hair fall defense conditioner is infused with natural ingredients; it prevents severe hair loss and promotes healthy hair growth.

How to Use:
After shampooing, apply conditioner generously to hair, working through to ends. Wait 3-5 minutes. Rinse hair thoroughly.

Protein Conditioner
Our protein conditioner provides intensive conditioning for dry, frizzy, or damaged hair. This conditioner provides nourishment to hair, makes them silky, smooth, and healthy.

How to Use:
After shampooing, gently apply along the length of wet hair from base to tip. Leave for two minutes. Rinse thoroughly.
Men Grooming

Beard Wax
Our beard wax gives you the chance to get creative man fuzz. It not only manages your wild hair but also gives them the desired shape & style.

How to Use:

Beard Oil
Beard Oil hydrates your skin & softens it. Beard should look groomed & shiny & not shaggy, flaky & dusty.

How to Use:
Pour a few drops of the oil on your palm & rub between your palms. Apply this on beard & mustache evenly.

Pre-shave Balm
This pre-shave balm enhances the shaving experience with its comfort glide formula, which lets the blade simply glide on the face.

How to Use:
Splash water onto your face. Dispense balm into your hand. Apply it evenly on your face. Shave as usual. Rinse off after shaving.

Aftershave Lotion
After Shave Lotion helps you to give a smooth shave & makes fresh & soft. Its scent lasts long.

How to Use:
Dispense product onto your palms. Massage on your shaved skin. For better results use it after every shave.

Hair Wax
We have created this wax; it protects you from the harsh environment & you will look perfect in every situation.

How to Use:
Take an appropriate amount of the wax out on to your palms. According to hair length. Rub the wax thin between your palms, till you can’t see it anymore! Now rub it into your hair. Massage your hair to the roots.
Toner

Acne Free Purifying Toner
Acne free purifying toner takes care of oily skin. It tightens the pores of the skin while removing the dirt and dirt from the skin.

How to Use:
Moisten the cotton pad with toner, sweep gently over the face and neck or spray directly on your face and neck.

Balancing Force Oil Control Toner
Balancing force oil control toner supports the production of healthy collagen that brightens the complexion and boosts the skin’s firmness.

How to Use:
Use twice a day, morning, and night. Shake well. Apply with a cotton ball, sweeping gently over face and neck.

Pore Clarifying Toner
Pore clarifying toner helps to restore this balance. It is gentle and allows the surface of your skin to heal better and faster.

How to Use:
After washing the face, apply an adequate amount using your hand or facial cotton. Spread thin and pat lightly for absorption.

Vitamin C Toner
Vitamin C toner helps to clean leftover impurities & excess oil from the face. It tightens & cleanses pores from within while protecting the skin from acne & breakouts.

How to Use:
Wash your face with face wash. Pour the toner on a cotton pad and gently dab it on your face and neck.

Green Tea Alcohol-Free Toner
Green Tea Alcohol-free Toner is a fresh-breeze for the skin. It is free from harmful chemicals & the harshness of alcohol. It gives your skin refreshment & care.

How to Use:
Splash liberally on the face after using a mild cleanser, and air dry or pat dry lightly. Do not wipe off.
Serum

**Anti-aging Serum**
Anti-aging serum fights the seven signs of aging & it gives you soft, youthful & supple skin. This anti-aging serum provides you intense moisturization to dry skin & prevents flakiness by keeping your skin well-hydrated.

**How To Use:**
Massage a small amount on the face and neck in an upward circular motion.

**Acne Treatment Serum**
This acne treatment serum is used for blackheads, blemishes & breakouts. It is formulated with active ingredients that why it is an acne fighter. Its effectiveness is increased as we have paired it with an anti-blemish complex.

**How To Use:**
Before applying, clean the skin thoroughly. Cover the entire affected area with a thin layer of serum between one and three times every day.

**24k Silver Collagen Anti-aging Serum**
24k silver collagen anti-aging Serum comes with plant extracts, multiple moisturizing, compact, and repair skins.

**How To Use:**
Apply three to five drops of serum to clean the skin regularly. Massage in upward motions until serum is fully absorbed into the skin.

**Deep Wrinkle Facial Serum**
Deep Wrinkle Serum with Retinol is very beneficial in reducing deep wrinkles. It is clinically proven as it makes skin smoother, firm & radiant-look.

**How To Use:**
Cleanse skin & once it is dry; apply the serum on the face & neck allowing it to absorb quickly.

**24k Gold Face Serum**
24k Gold Face Serum is specially formulated for its amazing benefits. It contains herbal serum, precious herbs & 24k Gold. This helps in reducing the signs of aging & helps in fighting the skin pigmentation.

**How To Use:**
Apply 3-4 drops of the serum on the face after cleansing. Then, gently massage the face.
Micro-Exfoliate Deep Hydrating Face Scrub
Micro-exfoliate deep hydrating face scrub gently peels off the outer surface of the skin and gives it a clean and radiant look.

How to Use:
Wash your face with a mild cleanser. Take an adequate amount of the product in your palm. Gently massage and lather on your face. Rinse thoroughly and pat dry.

Ubtan Face Scrub
Ubtan face scrub gives you a fresh & bright look instantly. It clears spots, lightens skin tone, helps in firming, and tones skin.

How to Use:
Apply an adequate amount of Ubtan Face Scrub on wet face and neck. Massage gently with your fingertips in a circular motion. Concentrate on scrubbing your forehead, nose, and chin. Rinse with water and pat dry.

Dragon Fruit Jelly Body Scrub
Dragon fruit jelly body scrub has a playful jelly texture & fruit benefits. It offers a spa-like experiment as it removes dry, dead skin. It has potent antioxidant properties.

How to Use:
Wash your face with a mild cleanser. Take an adequate amount of the product in your palm. Gently massage and lather on your face. Rinse thoroughly and pat dry.

Charcoal Face Scrub
Activated charcoal face scrub gives you clean, clear & flawless skin. It absorbs impurities & dirt giving you super-clean skin. It makes your skin soft, smooth & supple.

How to Use:
Wash your face with a mild cleanser. Take an adequate amount of the product in your palm. Gently massage and lather on your face. Rinse thoroughly and pat dry.

Face Scrub for Normal & Oily Skin
Face scrub for normal & oily skin pulls out toxins and impurities from deep within the pores.

How to Use:
Apply an adequate amount of face scrub on the wet face and neck. Massage gently with your fingertips in a circular motion. Rinse off with water and pat dry.
Moisturizer

Oil-Free Moisturizer
Oil-free moisturizer balances the pH level of the skin and helps reduce breakouts. It delivers long-lasting hydration and retains the natural moisture of the skin.

How to Use:
Use an adequate amount and apply all over the face and neck. Use morning and night, alone or under makeup.

Moisturizer for Dry Skin
Moisturizer for dry skin absorbs faster than regular creams and gives 24-hour hydration for a water-fresh glow. It helps restore the moisture balance to keep your skin soft and smooth.

How to Use:
Gently massage with circular movements, starting from the center to the contours of your cleansed face.

Daily Moisturizing Lotion
Daily moisturizing lotion improves the health of dry skin. It helps prevent and protect dry skin for a full 24 hours.

How to Use:
Apply to hands & body or wherever skin feels dry or irritated.

Lychee Sorbet Moisturizer
Lychee Sorbet Moisturizer is a fruit-based formula that nourishes hydrates and refreshes the skin. It lightens the skin, promotes even skin tone, and minimizes the appearance of discoloration.

How to Use:
Gently massage with circular movements, starting from the center to the contours of your cleansed face.

Cocoa Moisturizer
Cocoa moisturizer hydrates the skin and accelerates the production of new skin cells. It makes skin soft, supple, and refreshed. This moisturizer prevents skin peeling and dryness.

How to Use:
Massage or apply it on the face, so that it gets absorbed.
Lotion

Argan Oil Ultra Nourishing Body Lotion
Our argan oil ultra-nourishing body lotion soothes, moisturizes, and nourishes your body skin so that it feels and looks great all the time.

How to Use:
Gently massage the lotion onto freshly cleansed skin. Evenly apply all over the body.

Cocoa Butter Intensive Body Lotion
Our cocoa butter intensive body lotion is a daily-use, intense moisturizer, with a luxurious blend of nourishing and deep penetrating natural ingredients that help repair, nourish, soften and smoothen dry skin.

How to Use:
Apply lotion gently all over the body, with special attention to severely dry areas, slowly massaging it in.

Intensive Care Deep Restore Body Lotion
Our intensive care deep restores body lotion is made to penetrate the outermost layer of the skin to help heal dry skin for long periods, not just to provide temporary, superficial relief.

How to Use:
Apply generously and massage till it gets absorbed.

Nourishing Milk Body Lotion
Our nourishing milk body lotion has delicious smelling, super light but hydrating body lotion, it’s a sensorial treat for your skin.

How to Use:
Pump out an adequate amount of body lotion on your palm. Gently massage the lotion all over your body until completely absorbed. Apply whenever skin feels dry.

Triple Vitamin Moisturizing Lotion
Our triple vitamin moisturizing lotion is best for extremely dry skin and the harsh winter weather. It is enriched with triple vitamins - Vitamins B3, E, and C.

How to Use:
Smoothen Triple Vitamin Moisturizing Lotion on dry skin. Massage until absorbed. Use whenever required.
Face Wash

**Ayurvedic Face Wash**

Our ayurvedic face wash is blended with natural ingredients to dissolve dead surface cells, unclog pore openings, and smooth the way for clear skin to the surface.

**How to Use:**

Squeeze a small quantity on the wet palm of your hand. Apply on wet face with circular motions. Wash off.

---

**Anti-Acne Face Wash**

Our anti-acne face wash helps to clear out the blackheads & whiteheads & prevents acne eruptions. It is a gentle bioactive powered gel formulation that refreshed your skin & calms redness & irritation.

**How to Use:**

Splash some water on the face and neck. Take a coin size amount of the face wash in your palm. Massage the lather onto your face in circular motion focusing on your T Zone for up to 2 minutes. Wash it off thoroughly with plain water. Pat your skin dry.

---

**Face Wash for Dull Skin**

Our face wash is a soap-free formulation that takes care of your skin after every wash. It gently cleanses without drying the skin.

**How to Use:**

Moisten face, apply a small quantity of Moisturizing Face Wash and gently work up a lather using a circular motion. Wash off and pat dry.

---

**Face Wash for Oily Skin**

Our face wash for oily skin is a powerful acne treatment and cleanser in one formula to treat and help prevent breakouts in one simple step.

**How to Use:**

Apply to your hands, add water, and work into a lather. Massage face gently. Rinse thoroughly.

**Face Wash for Dry Skin**

This face wash for dry skin is hydrating & softening that soothes & refreshes your skin. It cleans & soothes the skin.

**How to Use:**

Massage a small amount onto wet skin. Rinse.
Face Cream

Dark Spots Cream
For removing the visibility of dark spots on your face you need dark spot reduction cream. It makes your complexion clean & clear.

How to Use:
Smooth evenly over your entire cleansed face and neck morning and night.

Anti-Wrinkle Cream
An anti-wrinkle cream helps to delay the formation of wrinkles & make skin firmer with the herbal formula. It is infused with the richness of different natural extracts.

How to Use:
Massage Anti-Wrinkle Cream gently over cleansed face twice a day. For best results, use regularly.

Anti-Aging Cream
This cream can be used daily for your daily beauty regime. This makes you look younger. It has retinol, vitamin A, B5, C & E with hyaluronic acid.

How to Use:
Take a sufficient amount of cream and gently spread it over the face in the morning and at night.

Face Wash for Dull Skin
Our skin brightening cream gives your face a fresh, bright look & helps you in getting a light skin tone. It clear spots & lighten the skin tone that helps in enhancing the complexion of the skin; it firms & tones the skin.

How to Use:
Apply liberally and evenly on the face and exposed parts of the body (neck, arms, legs, etc.) before exposure to the sun.

Face Wash for Oily Skin
Gold fairness night cream restores radiance to tires & lifeless skin. It firms & tones the skin by improving its texture & appearance. It helps in removing dead skin cells.

How to Use:
Use adequate amount and apply all over face & neck.
Body Wash

Foaming Body Wash
Our foaming body wash makes your skin soft, silken and a joy to touch. Every swirl of foam lathers profusely to give you a delightful bath.

How to Use:
Wet your body thoroughly under the shower or in the bath. Pour a dollop of shower gel on a wet loofah, washcloth, or sponge. Lather all over savoring the amazing smell. Rinse off thoroughly and pat your skin dry.

Acne Body Wash
This body wash penetrates deep into the skin for controlling & preventing breakouts, exfoliates, keeps pores clean and clear.

How to Use:
Apply to wet skin. Massage gently and rinse.

Body Wash for All Skin Types
This fresh body wash softens & brings out the natural brightness of the body. It lathers into rich suds that rinse off completely, without disturbing the skin’s natural pH balance.

How to Use:
Lather up in the bath or shower using hands or a bath lily. Rinse thoroughly.

Detox Body Wash
This body wash works as deep pore magnets to draw out dirt, oil, and impurities from the skin. It reduces sebum & fights acne-producing bacteria.

How to Use:
Pour a quarter-sized drop of the gel onto a loofah or washcloth and work it into a lather. Gently scrub yourself and then rinse thoroughly.

Unscented Body Wash
Our unscented body wash has a calming aroma that gently cleanses your skin with lots of comforting rich lather. It provides hydration leaving your skin soft and supple.

How to Use:
Pour an appropriate amount on your palm or bath sponge. Wash your entire body. Rinse off with water.
Baby Care

Baby Head to Toe Wash
Head to toe baby wash is made for cleaning the baby’s skin & bringing softness. It nourishes & maintains the moisture balance of the baby’s skin. It improves the texture of the skin.

How to Use:
Wet baby’s head and skin with warm water and wash gently with hands or washcloth.

Baby Hair Oil
Baby hair oil is naturally extracted for babies. This oil provides nutrition to the root of the hair. When you massage with this oil it promotes long, strong, smooth & shiny hair.

How to Use:
Take some oil on your palms and spread it evenly. Gently massage the baby’s scalp using your fingertips.

Baby Diaper Rash Cream
Babies have diaper rashes that can irritate them. These are very common in the starting years of life; these can be redness or warmth with raised bumps.

How to Use:
Change the diaper 6-7 times or whenever necessary. Don’t put the used nappies again even if they are clean. After changing the diaper apply this cream on the buttocks of the baby & carefully around the genital areas to avoid rashes.

Baby Shampoo
This baby’s shampoo cleanses gently and rinses easily, leaving your baby’s hair soft, shiny, manageable, and clean while maintaining a fresh smell.

How to Use:
Take shampoo in your hand and mix with water to lather. Apply on your baby’s wet hair and rinse.

Baby Ubtan
Use Baby Ubtan for a refreshing, gentle, slow, and luxurious bathing experience and radiant skin.

How to Use:
Scoop a few spoonfuls of bath powder in a bowl. Add water or milk and mix well to a thin, paste-like consistency. Gently massage this all over your baby’s body. Rinse off the paste with lukewarm water as you bathe the baby.
IN-HOUSE PRINTING

Labels are printed in-house on our stock white, semi-glossy, water-resistant polyester labels with rounded corners. Our in-house labels can be printed in full color or black and white. Costs for our labels are included in the cost of the product. Most packaging will have individual front and back labels and wraparound labels can be used on certain 1oz or 2oz packaging.

DIGITAL PRESS PRINTING

This high-quality printing process produces a variety of labels. Choose from glossy or matte laminate finishes on the white, clear, or metallic stock. They are water and oil resistant and have rounded corners. Costs are determined by label size, material, quantity, and design. There may be additional plate or custom die-cut fees due to the print method and label size or shape.

Important Considerations

We are committed to developing high-quality and beautifully packaged products. Your branding, budget, and strategy determine your unique final product. The below are Terms and Conditions and some of the details of our service delivery. If you have any questions, please contact us.

Timing

If you are placing your first order, please allow 4-8 weeks for product delivery. For product re-orders please allow 2-6 weeks. This allows us time to consult you on product and container selection and labeling design. Because of the organic and natural ingredients in our products, they are made fresh to order providing you and your clients with optimum shelf life.

Minimums

Retail products come with a minimum order quantity of 1000 items per product or according to your specific requirement.

Shipping

We ship globally. If you prefer to use our courier, we will provide you with a quote once your order is prepared to ship. If you want to use your courier, you may make arrangements with your forwarder to have your order picked up from us.
Baby Care
- Baby Body Cream
- Baby Body Oil
- Baby Diaper Rash Cream
- Baby Face Cream
- Baby Hair Oil
- Baby Head To Toe Wash
- Baby Lotion
- Baby Soap
- Baby Ubtan

Body Care

Body Lotion
- Argan Oil Ultra Nourishing Body Lotion
- Body Lotion
- Cocoa Butter Intensive Body Lotion
- Intensive Care Deep Restore Body Lotion
- Natural Body Lotion
- Nourishing Milk Body Lotion
- Aloe Body Lotion
- Triple Vitamin Moisturizing Lotion

Body Oils
- Body Massage Oil
- Therapeutic Body Massage Oil

Body Scrub & Polish
- Apricot Scrub
- Dragon Fruit Jelly Body Scrub
- Sugar Scrub
- Walnut Scrub

Body Wash
- Acne Body Wash
- Almond Oil Ultra-Rich Body Wash
- Argan Oil Body Wash
- Body Wash for All Skin Types
- Body Wash for Men
- Body Wash for Women
- Body Wash with Fruit Fragrance
- Body Wash with Mint & Cucumber
- Deeply Nourishing Body Wash
- Detox Body Wash
- Nourishing Body Wash
- Unscented Body Wash

Face Care

Cleansers
- Anti Pollution Face Wash
- Charcoal Face Wash
- Face Wash
- Face Wash Cleanser
- Green Tea Face Wash
- Moringa Face Wash
- Skin Brightening Face Wash
- Tea Tree Face Wash

Creams
- All-Purpose Cream
- Anti Pollution Cream
- Anti-Aging Cream
- Anti-Aging Night Cream
- Anti-Stretch Marks Cream
- Anti-Wrinkle Cream
- Anti-Wrinkle Night Cream
- Dark Spots Cream
- Face Lightening Cream
- Gold Fairness Night Cream
- Hyaluronic Cream
- Kojic Acid Cream
- Moisturizing Cream
- Natural Eye Cream
- Night Repair Cream
- Papaya Face Cream
- Pearl Whitening Cream
- Repairing Night Cream
- Restoring Day Cream
- Saffron Face Cream
- Sandal Face Cream
- Skin Brightening Cream
- Sunscreen SPF 30
- Saffron Papaya Herbal Anti-Wrinkle Cream

Face Wash
- Anti Pollution Face Wash
- Anti-Acne Face Wash
- Anti-Aging Foaming Face Wash
- Anti-Pimple Face Wash
- Apple Cider Vinegar Foaming Face Wash
- Apricot Face Wash
- Ayurvedic Face Wash
- Brightening Face Wash
- Charcoal Face Wash
- Face Wash
- Face Wash for Dry Skin
- Face Wash for Oily Skin
- Fruit Face Wash
- Green Tea Face Wash
- Men Dark Spot Reduction Face Wash
- Moringa Face Wash
- Naked & Raw Coffee Face Wash
- Natural Face Wash
- Neem Face Wash
- Oil-Free Foaming Face Wash
- Skin Brightening Face Wash
- Tea Tree Face Wash

Lotion
- Peptide Face & Neck Firming Lotion
- Vitamin C Moisturizing Lotion
- Argan and Aloe Face Lotion
- Revitalizing Rice Bran Face Lotion
- Jojoba Intense Therapy Face Lotion
- Shea Butter and Japanese Green Tea Face Lotion
- Natural Body Lotion
- Private Label after Shave Lotion

Masks
- Activated Charcoal Blac Peel-off Mask
- 24k Gold Facial Mask
- Cucumber Peel-off Mask
- Dead Sea Mud Face Pack
- Multani Face Pack
- Sandalwood Face Pack

Moisturizers
- Cocoa Moisturizer
- Daily Moisturizing Lotion
- Moisturizer for Dry Skin
- Moisturizer for Reducing Pigmentation
- Oil-Free Moisturizer
- Anti Wrinkle Moisturizer
- Anti-fatigue Moisturizer
- Body Moisturizer
- Glacier Gel Cream Moisturizer
- Lychee Sorbet Moisturizer
- Moisturizing Cream
Vitamin C Glow Boosting Moisturizer
Vitamin E Light Moisturizer

**Scrubs**
- Cocoa Face Scrub
- Daily Face Scrub for Eliminating Blackheads
- Dead Sea Mud Face Scrub
- Deep Cleansing Exfoliator
- Face Scrub for Normal & Oily Skin
- Micro-Exfoliate Deep Hydrating Face Scrub
- Apricot Scrub
- Charcoal Face Scrub
- Dragon Fruit Jelly Body Scrub
- Sugar Scrub
- Walnut Scrub
- Walnut Shell Powder Face Scrub
- Raw Coffee Face Scrub
- Ubtan Face Scrub

**Serums**
- LH Serum (100% Hyaluronic Acid)
- 24k Gold Face Serum
- 24k Silver Collagen Anti-aging Serum
- Acne Treatment Serum
- Aftershave Serum
- Anti Ageing Serum
- Anti-Aging Wrinkle Skin Whitening Serum
- Beard Serum
- Bio-Performance Lift Dynamic Serum
- Coenzyme Q10 Serum
- Collagen & Retinol Serum
- Color Correcting Facial Serum
- Correxion Deep Wrinkle Facial Serum with Retinol
- Deep Wrinkle Facial Serum
- Etereral Selfie Serum
- Glow Tonic Serum
- Glycolic Acid Peel Serum
- Hyalu B5 Hyaluronic Acid Serum
- Hyaluronic Spheres in Squalane
- Hydrating Hyaluronic Acid Serum
- Niacinamide 5% Face Serum
- Night Serum Fragrance-Free
- Overnight Serum
- Pomegranate Radiant Glow Firming Serum
- Regenerist Micro-Sculpting Serum
- Revivify Anti-Aging Serum
- Skin Lightening Serum
- Skin Serum
- Skin Stem Cell Serum
- Skin Whitening Serum
- Tea Tree Clear Skin Serum
- Ultra Glow Serum
- Vitamin A Serum
- Vitamin C Radiance Serum
- Vitamin C Serum
- Vitamin C+E Ferulic Acid Serum
- Vitamin E Serum
- Vitamin C with Grape Seed Serum

**Toners**
- Acne Free Purifying Toner
- Apple Cider Vinegar Toner
- Balancing Force Oil Control Toner
- Cucumber Pore Tightening Toner
- Green Tea Alcohol-Free Toner
- Lavender and Rose Mist Toner
- Neem & Tulsi Toner
- Pore Clarifying Toner
- Rose Water Saffron Toner
- Vitamin C Toner
- Witch Hazel & Rosewater Toner

**Enzyme**
- Enzyme Cleanser
- Enzyme Night Cream
- Exfoliating Enzyme Scrub
- Papaya Enzyme Toner
- Enzyme Serum
- Enzyme Eye Cream
- Enzyme Fruit & Flower Mask
- Enzyme Protection Broad Spectrum SPF 30

**Hair Care**

**Hair Oil**
- Almond Hair Oil
- Amla Hair Oil
- Apricot Hair Oil
- Argan Hair Oil
- Bhringraj Hair Oil
- Castor Hair Oil
- Coconut Hair Oil
- Grapeseed Hair Oil
- Jojoba Hair Oil
- Kumkumadi Hair Oil
- Olive Hair Oil
- Onion Hair Oil

**Hair Serum**
- Almond Hair Serum
- Argan Hair serum
- Dandruff Control Hair Serum
- Hair Spa Serum

**Shampoo**
- Natural Shampoo - Base
- Anti-Breakage Keratin Oil Shampoo
- Anti-Dandruff Shampoo
- Apple Cider Vinegar Shampoo
- Argan Oil Shampoo
- Caffeine Shampoo
- Clay Based Shampoo
- Damaged Hair Repair Shampoo
- Hair Fall Control Shampoo
- Hair Fall Defense Shampoo
- Keratin Shampoo
- Moisture Rich Shampoo
- Oil Nourish Shampoo
- Onion Shampoo
- Protein Shampoo

**Hand Care Products**
- Antibacterial Liquid Hand Wash
- Disinfector
- Bath Salts
- Disinfector Liquid Hand Soap
- Hand Sanitizer

**Lip Care**

**Lip Balm**
- Lip Balm - Base
Cocoa Lip Balm
Dark Rum Lip Balm
Lip Balm - Base

Lip Scrub
Lip Scrub

Lip Serum
Lip Serum

Skin Care
Lip Balm - Base
Anti Ageing Serum
Anti Wrinkle Moisturizer
Anti-Aging Cream
Anti-fatigue Moisturizer
Organic Beauty Soap
Skin Polisher Freshener
Skin Serum
Sunscreen SPF 30

Men Grooming Products
Lip Balm - Base
After Shave Lotion
After Shave Serum
Beard Oil
Beard Serum
Beard Softener
Beard Wash
Beard Wax
Hair Pomade
Hair Wax
Shaving Cream
Shaving Gel

Foot Care
Peppermint Intensive Foot Rescue
Foot Lotion
Foot Scrub
Foot Crystal
Foot Butter
Foot Mask
Crack Heel Repair
Foot Cream
Foot Soak
Foot Shampoo
Foot Spray

pureoilsindia.com
@agessentialoils01
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